
THE NEXT STEP IN  
CLIENT REMEDIATION

Proactive and precise remediation 

actions to find and fix client network  

incidents impacting user performance
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EXPERT CLIENT REMEDIATION ADVICE BASED ON ACTUAL USER DATA

Patent-pending, the Voyance remediation engine automatically learns from all user 

network data and suggests precise configuration actions to fix troublesome client 

Incidents impacting end-user performance. Using real-time and historic analysis of 

network service, applications and device behavior coupled with state of the art 

machine learning algorithms, Nyansa’s new remediation engine now gives networking 

professionals a detailed list of remediation actions to take to improve user performance, 

fix myriad network incidents experienced by users, and see the quantitative benefit of 

fixing each issue. It’s like having Netflix’s movie recommendations for your network. 

• Learns how/where client incidents are occurring and their impact on user experience

• Recommends specific remediation actions to take to mitigate different root causes

• Allows you to focus on one recommendation and visualize its impact

• Predicts how many lost client hours will be recovered by taking each action

RIGHT:

Recommendations 

applying to a phys-

ical location are 

presented on a site 

map. Those applying 

to logical location 

are presented on a 

logical topology
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AT A GLANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
Where users have and will experience problems, what 

specific problems to fix , insight into how to fix, and the  

client hours of future problems that can be avoided. 

RELEVANT CORRELATIONS AT PROBLEM TIMES 

When user problems occurred, what were the critical 

relevant factors that need to be taken into account 

when deciding the remediation approach

VISUALIZE WHAT’S GOING ON

Recommendations applying to a physical location 

are presented on a site map. Those applying to logical 

location are presented on a logical topology.

QUANTIFY LOST CLIENT HOURS  
Client hours of poor performance tie user experience 

issues to actual lost user productivity.  Each recommen-

dation predicts of how productivity can be regained.

EXPLORE PROBLEM LOCATIONS 

For more granularity, users can manually search for 

exactly where user experience issues for a given root 

cause are occurring within their environment.

DRILL DOWN TO SPECIFIC AREAS 

Filter and/or exclude specific client attributes they 

care about.  These include attributes like SSIDs, VLANs, 

Operating systems, Buildings, etc. 

PURPOSE-BUILT FOR FAST, EASY AND ADVANCED CLIENT REMEDIATION

ABOVE: Recommendations with in-context 

correlated factors, the correct remediation 

strategy and predicted benefit

ABOVE: Explore Wi-Fi problem locations by 

RF band and a myriad of root causes
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VISUALIZE RF TOPOLOGY AND CLIENT ISSUES ACROSS ENTIRE NETWORK
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Each gray background circle denotes all the APs within a logical group that had client issues. 

The size of each AP represents the total number of lost client hours on that specific AP.

Rolling over any AP reveals the AP name, group, MAC and affected client hours lost. 

 Clicking on any group automatically zooms into that group for greater visual detail. White lines 

in an group show APs within RF range of each other (they can hear each other). 

 Red lines between groups display the RF links between them. Groups have an RF link if there 
are APs in the two  groups that can hear each other’s signal. Thicker red lines denote greater 
inter-connectivity between the two groups.

For user experience issues over Wi-Fi in particular, the recommendation engine has a additional powerful  

interactive visualization of APs in an overall RF topology.


